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Fault Indicator (AKP-IO3) parameter setting application 

 

One: Parameter setting 

Two: Judge fault theory chart 

 

One, Parameter setting 

1) trip current value:  630A. (Factory default setting)   

This current value is depend on the line cable designed Max load capacity current or breaker 

trip current value. Suggest: set it as your breaker trip current value. 

When line current value is big than this value, the line Circuit breaker will break off.  

 For our Fault indicator, when sensor detected the line current is bigger than this setting value, 

and detected the breaker broken off in a short time, and current become 0A, then it will warn 

short-circuit Fault. There are have two type fault warn, temporary or permanent fault. 

a) if after re-close time, indicator detected re-close success, power on again, then it will judge 

it as temporary fault 

  b) if after re-close time, indicator detected re-close failed, power off always, then it will judge it 

as permanent fault. 

 

2) short circuit current increment value.: 150A (Factory default setting) 

This short-circuit increment setting value, supply another judgment for fault detected. 

This increment current judgment can involved to detected both fault trip current that bigger that 

fault current is bigger than our trip current setting or smaller than our tripping current setting.  

Base on: When phase between phase, short circuit fault happen, there will happen a very big 

Instantaneous current. Normally, the current is bigger than normal power consumption ,  

current increment at least above 150A.  and Normally, our normal power consumption by user, 

their power consumption equipment added will not make the line current increment bigger than 

150A,  So we suggest  setting this value is >=150A.  suggest: set it as 150A or 200A 

(*Remark, if our on-site customer, if their Load equipment is very big, when they running, it 

will make the normal current increment bigger than 150A, then you would change the setting 

value to a big value according your area power consumption.) 

For Fault indicator, when sensor detected the current increment bigger than our setting vale 

(such as: 150A), and at same time, detected the breaker broken off, and current become 0 A, 

then will warm short –circuit. There are have two type fault warn, temporary or permanent fault. 

a) if after re-close time, indicator detected re-close success, power on again, then it will judge 

it as temporary fault 

 b) if after re-close time, indicator detected re-close failed, power off always, then it will judge 

it as permanent fault. 

 

3) Min fault current value  30A  (Factory default setting) 

This setting value is use for reduce indicator’s power consumption, and reduce the possibility of 

indicator warn fault wrong.  When indicator sensor detected the current is small than this 
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setting, indicator’s computer(IC) will not run to judge if fault or not. When indicator sensor 

detected the line current is big than this setting, then program will immediately go into run and 

calculate, detected the fault happen possible. Also when the fault current happen, indicator will 

compare the current if it is big than our setting value. 

According the experience, normally, for 10KV or above power line,  the normal line current run 

between 5A-200A.  Suggest set the Min fault current as:  100A, 150A, or 200A. This value do 

no affect to warn fault when fault happen. But if setting value too small, it possible make wrong 

warn. 

When we do a test in lab or factory, considering test equipment condition, we can set it a small 

value as:30A-100A. When we do test in factory, our factory default setting value is 30A. 

 

4) Grounding current increment:  100A  (Factory default setting) 

(remark: PDA menu Item is Grounding MUTA) 

This setting value is use for judge Grounding or earth fault. This is a current Instantaneous 

increment value.  When our 3 phase power, one of phase happen earth fault condition, in a 

Instantaneous time, the phase current will appear an Instantaneous big current, at same time, 

between 3 phase, the phase voltage will be not balance. When short time pass, the phase current 

will recover back a normal current. As experience, when the phase earth fault (power grade: 

10KV,and above ), the Instantaneous increment value normally is bigger than 100A.  If we set it 

as too small, it easy happen warn fault wrong. So we suggest: set it as 100A, or 150A 

   When indicator sensor detected a Instantaneous grounding current, then the increment is 

bigger than setting (such as:100A), and during the longest time, detected the current recover 

back the original current, and not power off. Then it will warn earth fault possible. 

 

5) Response delay: 100ms  (Factory default setting) 

This is a time setting, unit: Millisecond. 

When indicator detected a suspicious current, it will wait a response delay time, then detected 

it again, if the suspicious state still display, then it will start to judge fault or not. The delay time, 

the important purpose is avoiding warn fault wrong. 

Suggest: set it as : 30ms to 100ms. No professional people, please not change it. Keep our 

default set 100ms. 

6) Reset time: 720M (Factory default setting) 

This is a time setting, unit: Minute.  This setting value is used to control indicator reset. 

When fault happen, indicator will warn fault with led shinning, display red flag. After the 

reset time, no matter fault solve or not, indicator will automatically reset back a normal 

working state. It is very convenient and valuable that electric worker need not to make it by 

manual. It will automatically reset, save many time.  

How to set this reset time, it consider electric worker go to on-site time, and indicator 

batter consumption.  On- site: Suggest set is as, 3 hour (180M), 6 hour (360M), 8 hour 

(480M), 12 hour(720M). 

IF for test, we can set it 3M-10M. 

 

7) Longest time : 9000ms (Factory default setting) 

 This is one of fault judgment condition by time. 

When short-circuit fault happen, indicator detected the fault current, after longest setting time, 
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indicator will go to detected the breaker if broken or not, and if current become zero. If the 

current became zero, then it will judge it as fault happen. If not become zero, then it will judge it 

normal state, would not warn fault. 

When earth fault happen, after longest time, indicator will detect the current state if the current 

decrease back to normal current. 

This longest time is require bigger than breaker response time. Suggest set: 3000ms ,6000ms, 

9000ms.   

8) Reclosing time: 005s.  (Factory default setting) 

 

  This reclosing time is use for judgment if the breaker reclose or not. If we choose function 

“reclose available”, then indicator will detect re-close function. And indicator will delay a 

reclosing time to warn fault. 

Suggest set as 005s, or according breaker reclose time to set. 

 

9) Upload time: 120 s  (Factory default setting) 

This is time interval that indicator upload data information to terminal. Time is more short, the 

terminal get information from indicator is more new. But this will affect indicator batter 

consumption, use the battery more. On-site, we do not need upload frequency too fast. 

Suggest set it as :  300s or 600s. 

 

10)  Grounding detected time: 001M  (Factory default setting) 

 This is indicator detected and calculate earth fault frequency, unit is minute.  

According application requirement, user can set it as 1 M, 5M, 10M. value is more big , indicator 

more save battery. Value is more small, calculate frequency more fast. 

 

Two: Fault judge theory Chart 

1) Trip current judgment theory (short- circuit):  

When Instantaneous current big than trip current setting value, and breaker broken, power off. 

Then judgment it as short-circuit fault. As below chart 1 

 

 
2) Current increment Judgment theory (Short-circuit). 
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When current in normal running state, Fault appear, the trip current is bigger than value of the  

normal current value add short-circuit current increment setting, then under the longest time, 

detected breaker broken, power off, current became zero. Then judge it as short circuit fault.  

 

As below chart 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

3) Earth fault judgment theory 

When Phase current happen earth fault, the current will increase to Instantaneous big current, 

and phase voltage become un-balance. After Instantaneous spark, the earth current will become 

very small, then the phase current will recover back a normal value.  

 When the line current become a big fault current A2, and the A2 is A2 > A1+A0 ;  when the A2 

decrease to current A3, and A3<A2-A0, and A3>0.  All the changes happen under the longest 

time, then, our indicator will judge it as Earth fault possible. 

As see the below chart 3: 
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